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WELCOME LETTER 

Welcome delegates, it is a pleasure for us to receive you into our HOPEMUN 2020.               

Our specific goals are to generate a brand new and positive experience during and after the                

debate for you to improve your public speaking and your resolution skills. 

This year, UNEP will focus on natural disasters and how are they related to              

technology and sustainability. We are looking forward to get a viable solution as a group               

since collaboration is one of our goals. Our world is in a constant urge for us to help and                   

we’re reuniting powerful and big nations in order to do so.  

It wasn’t a long time ago since we were delegates. We remember what it feels like to                 

be in your place, being in your first MUN ever might be a frightening situation. This is an                  

experience that you will always remember. You will feel an astonishing variety of emotions:              

excitement, anguish, nerves. We encourage you to place all those emotions into expressing             

yourself and your opinion. In this committee, we aim for a respectful, open-minded space.              

Therefore, all voices will be heard and respected. 

You have the power to change the world, use it for good and remember every voice                

should be heard. The whole UNEP team wishes you the best of luck and may the best solution                  

be chosen! Without further ado, we welcome you to our HOPE MUN 2020. 

 

 

 

 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

Samir Kalsi, Javier Gutierrez and Carla Chávez. Chair, co-Chair and Junior Co-chair UNEP 
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COMMITTEE GROUND RULES  

As in every other MUN event, rules and guidelines must be followed in order to have                

the environment we are aiming for. Therefore, we will mention some rules that must be               

followed in order to achieve an enriching, pleasant environment with a positive attitude             

during the debate. 

The most relevant asset of our committee is respect, which means respect is a most               

due to the fact that you are a delegate. e advise you to be open to new ideas. Delegates should                    

also stay as professional and serious as possible during the numerous amount of sessions. 

Another aspect is that delegates should be well-informed about their topic and should             

not doubt their information in order to express confidence during the debate. Delegates are              

also strictly prohibited to use the Spanish language during the debate. If any of these rules are                 

not being followed, the authorities (chair, co-chair and junior co-chair) will place a warning to               

the delegates.If 3 warnings are placed, the delegate will be expelled from the debate. We               

HOPE you enjoy this event we organised with dedication! 

 

SETTING THE TOPIC 

What is a natural disaster? "A natural disaster is an act of nature of such magnitude as                 

to create a catastrophic situation in which the day-to-day patterns of life are suddenly              

disrupted and people are plunged into helplessness and suffering, and, as a result, need food,               

clothing, shelter, medical and nursing care and other necessities of life, and protection against              

unfavourable environmental factors and conditions”. (WHO, 2019) 

What do we understand as sustainable development? SDG Commission, 2019 defines           

it as " the development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability                
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of future generations to meet their own needs”. Now that you are aware of the meaning of                 

Sustainable Development you should know that it is a vital necessity to our society. The UN                

has set 17 SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals) , objectives every nation in the UN has to                

achieve by 2030 This committee will focus on sustainable development involving how            

technology is able to diminish and ensure security  before, during and after natural disasters.  

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Natural disasters have severely affected our environment and society. Many people           

have suffered from material losses and many have lost people from their family. This caused               

a devastating effect on our world, with a debt of millions or even billions of dollars, causing                 

the death of hundreds of people above other results. One great example would be the recent                

Australian forest chaos; where millions of animal species died and were greatly affected. This              

massive bushfire significantly affected Australia’s economy since houses were burned down           

and therefore, had to be reconstructed.  

 

CURRENT EVENTS 

● Typhoon brings death and chaos to the Philippines: 6 November 2018  

● Deadly rain storms sweep parts of Italy and France: Which have caused the floods of               

Venice diminishing tourism which is one of the biggest economical resources of those             

regions causing the loss of million  

● East Africa storms: Which killed 31 people and is still unresolved and damages to the               

areas have not been repaired 
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● Raging bushfire conditions to worsen in Australia: Causing a massive devastation of            

the wildlife and cities in the region causing an estimated 700 million australian             

dollars. 

● Volcanic Eruption of our own Mexican volcano the Popocatépetl: This event has not             

affected in a massive or so the government makes us think that however it has affected                

the societies that reside near that area which is called Santiago Xalitzintla making             

them relocate in a safer area. 

● Puerto Rico earthquake: In the Puerto Rican South Coast occurred an earthquake with             

a magnitude of 6,4 which has been proved that it is the most affected by natural                

disasters over a decade.  

 

PAST ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE THE ISSUE 

The use of social media to communicate, which hasn't been so effective, has worked              

on some situations; society takes action and it suddenly becomes viral, so that everybody              

notices and cooperates with what is needed. 

I-REACT is a modern proposal by Europe. It is an emergency response platform that              

brings together multiple technologies to collect information and analyze it in real time, in              

order to react to emergency episodes effectively. Eventually, this program won’t completely            

prevent natural disasters, but it will reduce the damages caused and they’ll be less or minor. 

GREENAGE project allows to visualize the data in 3D to offer a unified vision in real time                 

and also monitor air quality, detect pollutants or simulate behavior patterns already in             

progress in several Arab cities: Jedaah, Riyadh, Dumat and Doma. 
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CONCLUSION 

Nowadays, technology is implemented almost anywhere due to the fact that it makes             

things simple, easy and effective. That being said, technology is a hellacious option to combat               

the enormous amount of issues natural disasters cause yearly.  

We need nations to be together and end up with an inclusive solution, where every               

country is benefited and anyone is greatly affected. Always remember our world needs us,              

and the greatest bond is for delegations to unite. “If we want to go quickly, we’ll go alone. If                   

we want to go far, we’ll go together.” African Proverb. 

 

QUESTIONS THAT SHOULD BE ANSWERED IN THE DEBATE 

- How will technology also contribute at the social impact in natural disasters? 

- Is every country in the debate willing to make the investment (applying technological             

equipment to their natural disasters)? 

- What will the delegations implement in case of technological failure?  

 

LIST OF COUNTRIES 

1. United States of America 

2. United Kingdom  

3. Russia 

4. Canada 

5. Japan 

6. Germany 

7. Italy 

8. France 

9. Sweden  

10. Mexico 

11. Argentina 

12. Venezuela 

13. China 

14. South Africa  

15. Indonesia 

16. Australia 
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17. Israel 

18. United Arab Emirates 

19. Colombia  

20. India 
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